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Five years ago Corin Cadence's brother entered the Serpent Spire - a colossal tower with

ever-shifting rooms, traps, and monsters. Those who survive the spire's trials return home with an

attunement: a mark granting the bearer magical powers. According to legend, those few who reach

the top of the tower will be granted a boon by the spire's goddess. He never returned. Now it's

Corin's turn. He's headed to the top floor, on a mission to meet the goddess. If he can survive the

trials, Corin will earn an attunement, but that won't be sufficient to survive the dangers on the upper

levels. For that he's going to need training, allies, and a lot of ingenuity. The journey won't be easy,

but Corin won't stop until he gets his brother back.
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I really enjoyed this story, having found it through some LitRPG groups. I'm not sure it's technically

LitRPG because it doesn't involve a game although there are a few stats shown, like the amount of

mana the character can use. It's more of a typical fantasy story following a young man enrolling in a

magic academy.What I liked:- The main character wasn't overpowered, a problem with some books

of this type.- The characters were very distinct and in most cases likable.- The magic system was

very detailed and explained well.What could be improved:- Some of the dialog, especially between

the main character and his sister at the beginning, seemed off. Their banter felt forced to me at

times. The MC is portrayed as socially awkward, so I'm not sure if this was intentional, but either

way, I feel it could have been better.- There were a number of editing mistakes in the text that were



distracting. Mostly it was extra words showing up in sentences or other places where it seemed like

there were words missing. I occasionally had to go back and reread sentences to figure out what

was being said.Overall, it was a very good book from beginning to end, and I'm looking forward to

reading the next in the series.

I rarely start book serries that have less than three written. However once I did start this book I was

so captivated I read every second that I had available. Seriously the only bad thing about this book

is that you have to wait for the next!!!!!

What can I say? This book is completely gripping and fresh! It's an awesome read that you'll bee

hard pressed to put down!

Very contrived plot. This works well for the first half, because the settings are intentionally artificial

(e.g. tests). But for the second half, the contrived plot felt very artificial -- both as to characters

acting unnaturally, and as to the combat action.

On the whole: not bad. Not the best I have readbut it's a pretty good story on the whole. Qualifies as

trash sci-fi which is a good thing.

This book has a wonderful adventure that leaves you with a cliffhanger which makes you want

more. Must read. Please

This is an awesome coming of age high fantasy steam punk story. Very unique world and a unique

magic system with plenty of world building mystery.

Really enjoyed the book. Easy to read and get into the story. As the title says though , it goes into

the theory of magic way deeper than many others. Witb detaiked explanations of history and theiry

behind how everything works.An intriguing story that keeps you wanting more. I would recommend

this book to fantasy lovers.
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